CSCI 6971/4971: Homework 1
Assigned Thursday January 25 2017. Due at beginning of class Monday February 5 2017.
Submission Instructions:
1. Use Python+NumPy+(Sklearn where convenient) and document your work using a Jupyter
notebook. This is a common working environment in industry, and will allow you to interleave
code, plots, and typeset written information, and submit your entire assignment as one file.
Put your name at the top of the notebook and email it to me as hw1 <FirstnameLastname>.ipynb
at gittea@rpi.edu.
2. I should be able to run your code on my system with minimal modifications. To ensure this,
isolate any input locations, parameters that you manually set, etc., that I may need to change
to a clearly labeled cell at the top of the notebook, and document these settings.
3. Label all plots and tables appropriately and comment your code liberally and meaningfully.

1. [60 points] Multi-target regression for classification of the MNIST image dataset
In class, we mentioned that we will focus on regression partly because classification can be
reduced to an instance of multi-target regression. This problem demonstrates one way in
which this reduction can be performed.
Consider the multitarget ridge regression problem
X? = argminX

1
kAX − Bk2F + λkXk2F ,
n

that takes a feature matrix A ∈ Rn×d and a matrix B ∈ Rn×m whose columns represent m
different targets. The solution to this system is given by
X? = (AT A + nλI)−1 AT B.
(a) Write a function (X, numIters, timeInside) = FactorizedRegularizedCG(A, Y, gamma,
maxIters, eps) that takes feature matrix A, target matrix Y, regularization constant
γ, maximum number of iterations maxIters, and convergence tolerance  and computes
the solution to
X? = (AT A + γI)−1 Y
(1)
using CG1 . Do not explicitly compute AT A + γI, because when d is truly large, this
matrix cannot be stored.
Return X, the number of iterations of CG needed for all the targets to converge, and
the time spent in the function (in milliseconds). Document the function with comments
explaining the problem it solves, the inputs, return arguments, termination criteria, and
any other relevant information.
Consider the ith target as resolved when the ith residual is small relative to the norm of
that target:
k(AT A + γI)xi − yi k2 ≤ εkyi k2 ,
where xi and yi are the ith columns of X and Y; continue to apply CG on all the targets
until either all the targets have been resolved or the maximum number of iterations is
reached.
1 See, e.g., https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conjugate_gradient_method for an algorithm listing. Usually the
CG algorithm is stated for a single right-hand side. To apply it to multiple right-hand sides, apply the algorithm to
each target vector simultaneously. For efficiency, be sure to use vectorization and matrix-based operations as much
as possible: e.g., compute the residual matrix as a matrix multiply and a matrix subtract instead of looping over
each target vector and computing their residuals sequentially.
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(b) Download the MNIST2 training dataset from https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/
libsvmtools/datasets/multiclass.html#mnist and load these with sklearn.datasets
.load svmlight file to obtain3 the feature matrix A and a target vector b that records
the class (for this dataset, from 0 to 9) to which the instances belong.
(c) Write a function B = OneHotEncoding(b, numClasses) that returns a matrix B with
numClasses columns, whose ith row is eTj+1 if bi = j.
Set B = OneHotEncoding(b, 10).
(d) Compute solutions to the MNIST multitarget ridge regression problem for predicting the
classes of the MNIST images, using FactorizedRegularizedCG with maxIters = 500,
eps = 1e-14, and varying λ among {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10} (note this range is for
λ, not γ). For each of these regularization values, report the RMSE training error
1
√ kAX? − BkF ,
n
the training misclassification rate (in percentage), and the training time (in seconds), in
the form
lambda = %f:

RMSE = %f, Misclassification Rate(%)) = %f, Training
Time(s) = %f

b =
To calculate the training misclassification rate, first convert the predicted targets B
AX? into a class prediction; to do so, assign each instance to the class whose indicator
b i indicate the ith row of
vector is closest to its predicted class vector. Specifically, let b
b i is its
b
B, then we say instance i is predicted to be in class j if the largest entry of b
j + 1th entry.
(e) Comment on your observations.
2. [40 points] Nonlinear learning using Random Fourier Features
Now we would like to (potentially greatly) decrease the misclassification rate by using nonlinear features.
(a) The canonical way of fitting a nonlinear model, by using kernel ridge regression, requires
forming an n × n kernel matrix. In the case of the MNIST dataset, this is not feasible on
most laptop machines. Assuming that we stored the kernel matrix in double precision
(8 bytes per entry), how many gigabytes of RAM would be required to store a kernel
matrix?
(b) Instead, we will use the Random Fourier Feature Map approach: we will replace the
infinite-dimensional feature map φRBF : Rd → R∞ implicitly used in Gaussian kernel
ridge regression4 with a random finite-dimension approximate feature map zRFF : Rd →
RD .
Specifically, given a bandwidth parameter σ 2 and a number of nonlinear features D, we
define the random feature map
r
2
T
zRFF (x) =
[cos(ω1T x + b1 ), . . . , cos(ωD
x + bD )]T ,
D
where the frequency vectors ωi ∈ Rd are independent samples from the N (0, 1/(2σ 2 )Id )
distribution, and the shift vector b ∈ RD consists of independent samples from the
Uniform(0, 2π] distribution.
2 See

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MNIST_database
really should augment the raw features by concatenating a constant 1 to the feature vectors in order to allow
the model to learn a linear intercept if needed, but for simplicity, we do not do this.
4 Using the kernel function κ
2
2
RBF (x) = exp(−kx − yk2 /(2σ )).
3 We
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Note that zRFF is a random function: its value depends on the randomly sampled frequency vectors. One can show that with high probability this function does a good job
of approximating φRBF (in a certain sense). The advantage of using zRFF is that it is
finite-dimensional, so we can explicitly solve the regression problem instead of using the
kernel formulation. In particular, our matrix of nonlinear features Z is in Rn×D , and we
can use ridge regression as in the problem above, this time on Z instead of A.
Write a function Z = computeRFF(A, W) that takes raw features A ∈ Rn×d and W ∈
RD×d , whose rows are the frequency vectors that define zRFF , and computes a matrix
Z ∈ Rn×D of nonlinear features, whose rows consist of the application of zRFF to the
corresponding rows of A. Be careful about making this function efficient: vectorize as
much as possible, and avoid for loops.
(c) Use FactorizedRegularizedCG as above to solve the kernel ridge regression problem for
MNIST using Z as the features, with D = 104 features, maxIters = 500, eps=1e-14,
and λ = 0.001. Search (by hand) over the values of σ 2 to find one that gives the lowest
misclassification rate you can achieve. Hint: try searching logarithmically over a range
of σ 2 = .1 to 4000 and refining your search by e.g., binary search.
Report on your observations (and the value of σ 2 you ultimately used), and compare the
results to those from the previous problem.
(d) Write a function Ascaled = RescaleToUnitInterval(A) that takes raw features A ∈
Rn×d and returns A/255. Apply this function to the raw features to obtain Ascaled and
repeat the process in the preceeding subproblem to achieve the lowest misclassification
rate that you can. The results should demonstrate the importance of preprocessing your
raw features before using non-linear methods.
Report on your observations (and the value of σ 2 you ultimately used), and compare the
results to those from the previous problem and the preceeding subproblem.
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